FISD FIA Exam - Volume pricing offers as of August 1st 2016:

Based on a per unit list price of $575 USD

- Between 15 and 29 exams discounted to $550
- Between 30 and 50 exams discounted to $525
- 51+ discounted to $500

For exams purchased in conjunction with a recognized training course

Based on a per unit list price of $575 less $150 = $425

- Between 15 and 29 exams discounted to $400
- Between 30 and 50 exams discounted to $375
- 51+ discounted to $350

These volume discount bands are based on a per order basis. For example an order placed one month for 17 exams would be priced at the 15 to 29 band. A second order for 16 exams placed two months later would also be priced at the 15 to 29 price band.